
A 62 year old in previously good health presents with a 3 week history of altered 
lit d d ipersonality and drowsiness.

Comment on the MRI scan.

Enhancing tumour involving the posterior commissure and both temporal lobes
Necrotic areas within the tumour showing as non enhancing regionsNecrotic areas within the tumour showing as non enhancing regions
Very little oedema so may be minimal effect of steroids

Managementg

Try steroids dexamethasone 16mg + PPI
Request a biopsy
Debulking is WRONG huge area, deep in the brain.  Will worsen function.



He shows a slight improvement after one day on 16 mg 
dexamethasone

At the MDT the neurosurgeons propose to perform a craniotomy 
and debulking

Is this the right surgical management?

No This is incorrect surgical adviceNo. This is incorrect surgical advice
Radical surgery is incorrect as it will leave him at risk of major 
neurological deterioration and will not significantly alter 

tmanagement.
He should have a biopsy to exclude the remote possibility of a 
pathology other than Glioblastoma such as lymphomap gy y p



Stereotactic Biopsy

Necrotic material only
What do you advise ?

Necrosis is one of the features of a Glioblastoma.
GBM d f l diff ti t d ft l hi t tiGBMs are composed of poorly differentiated, often pleomorphic astrocytic 
cells with marked nuclear atypia and brisk mitotic activity. 
Necrosis is an essential diagnostic feature, and prominent microvascular 
proliferation is commonproliferation is common. 
Although this is not definitive proof there is strong clinical and radiological 
evidence to support the diagnosis of GBM.
It should rule out an abscess and probably lymphomaIt should rule out an abscess and probably lymphoma

A repeat biopsy is no more likely to produce a result especially as this has 
been performed with stereotactic guidance so ACCEPT this is GBM.p g

It would be wrong to ask for another biopsy or even worse to request a 
craniotomy at this stage



Indicate the PTV and likely beam arrangement
See yellow shaded area, 30mm margin 
Simple shell (Orfit) CT planning (simulator parallel pair not wrong though)Simple shell (Orfit) CT planning (simulator parallel pair not wrong though)
Parallel opposed pair, with or without wedges (thick end posterior) to act as 
tissue compensators. 
Whole brain RT not wrong but less satisfactory



Dose and Fractionation

Partial brain irradiation 30 Gy in 6 fractions over 2 weeks is the preferred answer
Whole brain radiotherapy if given could be 20 Gy in 5 fractions or 30 Gy in 8 10Whole brain radiotherapy, if given could be 20 Gy in 5 fractions or 30 Gy in 8-10 
fractions



His family ask about chemotherapy with Temozolamide, what do you say ?     

Temozolamide is not indicated in conjunction with palliative schedulesTemozolamide is not indicated in conjunction with palliative schedules.

He is not suitable for radical RT with Temozolamide as he is PS 2 and there is evidence 
from subset analysis that patients who benefit most from radical chemo RT are those y p
who have had a debulking procedure.

The MGMT promoter status is not relevant here. 
There is some interest in treating the elderly with Temozolamide alone but this is notThere is some interest in treating the elderly with Temozolamide alone but this is not 
routine practice and either palliative radiotherapy or supportive care are the most 
appropriate.

Temozolamide is licenced for use as second line treatment, so is not indicated in this 
setting outside of a clinical trial.  The same would apply to PCV chemotherapy.

What is his median survival after treatment ?What is his median survival after treatment ?

Median survival is likely to be between 3 and 6 months


